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NOTES ON BANACH FUNCTION SPACES, V 
BY 
W. A. J. LUXEMBURG 1) AND A. C. ZAANEN 
(Communicated at the meeting of April 27, 1963) 
This note is a sequel to the preceding notes with the same title published 
in these Proceedings (Note I, 66, p. 135-14 7; II, 66, p. 148-153; III, 66, 
p. 239-250; IV, 66, p. 251-263). The contents of these notes are assumed 
to be known. We recall that Note I contains sections 1-4, Note II con-
tains 5, Note III contains 6-7, and Note IV contains 8-11. 
12. Saturation and weak units 
Let e be an arbitrary seminorm, and Xoo the maximal e-purely infinite 
subset of X. Then, by Lemma 9.6 in Note IV, X 00 is also the maximal 
e"-purely infinite subset of X. Hence, the removing of X 00 from X does 
not affect the spaces Le and Le". It may be asked what the effect will 
be on Le'. The answer is already contained in the proof of Lemma 9.6, 
where it was shown that every e-purely infinite set is a strong e' -null set. 
Hence, iff and g differ only on X 00 , then e'(f-g)=O. It follows that, 
for the investigation of the function space Le and all its associate spaces, 
there is no loss of generality in assuming that e is saturated. Consequently, 
e' is then a norm (cf. Theorem 9.7 in Note IV). 
We might try to make a further simplification by removing now also 
the maximal e'-purely infinite set X~ from X. For Le" this makes no 
essential difference since X~ is (by the remarks above) a strong e"-null 
set, but it may very well happen that X~ fails to be a e-null set. By 
way of example, let X =N, fk discrete measure, and e(u) =lim sup u(n). 
Then e'(v)=oo for every v not identically zero, and hence X~=X. But 
X is, obviously, not a e-null set. 
The situation becomes more symmetric if e has the Fatou null property, 
since in this case there exists a maximal e-null set (cf. Theorem 5.10 in 
Note II). Note that every e-null set E (i.e., e(XE) = 0) is now a strong 
e-null set (i.e., e(oo XE) = 0). 
Theorem 12.1. Let e have the Fatou null property. Then the maximal 
e-null set Xo and the maximal e' -purely infinite set X~ are fl,-almost equal. 
Proof. Since the existence of X 0 and X~ is guaranteed by the 
hypotheses, it is sufficient to prove that for /k(E) > 0 we have e(XE) = 0 
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if and only if E is ~_>'-purely infinite. If E is 1/-purely infinite, then e"(XE) = 0 
(as in the proof of Lemma 9.6 in Note IV), and so e(XE) = 0 since e has 
the Fatou null property ( cf. Theorem 11.4 and the consequences thereof 
in Note IV). Conversely, if p,(E) > 0 and e(XE) = 0, then e( 00 XE) = 0, and so 
e'(XE) =sup (fE udp, : e(u).;;;; 1) ;> fE oo dp, =oo. 
It follows that if e has the Fatou null property then Xoo and X~ may 
be removed from X without loss of generality, and the result is that 
e, e' and e" become saturated. But then, by Corollary 11.5 in Note IV, 
the new e is a norm and hence, by Corollary 11.6 in Note IV, the new 
e, e' and e" are saturated norms. 
Definition 12.2. (i) If Xk t X, and e(Xxk)<oo for all kEN, then 
the sequence {Xk} is called e-exhaustive. 
(ii) If the function e(x) satisfies e(e)<oo and e(x)>O for all x EX, 
then e(x) is called a weak unit of the space Le. 
Theorem 12.3. (i) If e is an arbitrary seminorm, and the saturation 
procedure for e has been applied (that is, e is assumed to be saturated), then 
there exists a e-exhaustive sequence. 
(ii) If e has the Fatou null property, and the saturation procedure fore 
and e' has been applied, there exists a sequence which is e-exhaustive as 
well as e'-exhaustive. 
(iii) If, in addition to the hypotheses of (ii), the space Le is complete, 
there exists a function e(x) such that e(x) is a weak unit for Le and Le' 
simultaneously. Explicitly, e(x)>O on X and O<e(e)<oo, O<e'(e)<oo. 
Proof. (i) Follows from Theorem 8.7 (Note IV). 
(ii) By (i) there-exists a e-exhaustive sequence {Xk} and a e'-exhaustive 
sequence {Xk'}. If Xk*=Xk n Xk', then Xk* t X, and hence {Xk*} is 
e-exhaustive as well as e' -exhaustive. 
(iii) Let {Xk} be e-exhaustive as well as e'-exhaustive. Since Le and 
Le' are complete spaces (note that Le' is complete since e' has the Fatou 
property), e and e' have the Riesz-Fischer property, so e(~un)<ze(un) 
as well as e'(z un).;;;;! e'(un). Let 
uk(x) = xxk(x)/{e(xxk)+e'(xxk)+1} 
for all k EN. Then e(uk).;;;; 1 and e'(uk).;;;; 1 for all k EN. It follows that 
00 
e(x) = z k-2 uk(x) 
k=l 
satisfies e(x)>O for all XEX, ande(e).;;;; zk-2<oo aswe1lase'(e).;;;; zk-2<oo, 
so e(x) is a weak unit for Le as well as for Le'· Note that e(e) and e'(e) 
are positive since e and e' are norms. 
Some remarks. If e has the Fatou null property, but Leis not complete, 
then Le may fail to possess a weak unit. Example: X= N, p, discrete 
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measure, e(u)=sup u(n) for {n: u(n)>O} finite and e(u)== otherwise. 
Then e is a saturated norm, e'(v) = !r' v(n), and e"(u) =sup u(n). If 
X1c= {1, ... , k} for all kEN, then the sequence {X1c} is e-exhaustive as 
well as e' -exhaustive, but obviously L 11 has no weak unit. 
Similarly, if L 11 is complete but e does not have the Fatou null property, 
then L 11 may also fail to have a weak unit. Example: X= N, f-l discrete 
measure, e(u)=O for {n: u(n)>O} finite and e(u)== otherwise. Then e 
is a saturated seminorm, e'(v)== for v not identically zero, and e"(u)=O 
for all u. The same sequence {X1c} as above is e-exhaustive, but obviously 
L11 has no weak unit although the space Le, containing only the null 
element, is complete. 
I3. Local summability of L 11 functions 
We first derive a necessary and sufficient condition for a set E C X 
in order that XE E L 11'. 
Lemma I3 .I. The set E C X satisfies e'(XE) < = if and only if there 
exists a finite number AE;;.O such that fEifldf-l<AEe(f) holds for all f. 
Proof. Let e'(XE)<=, and f arbitrary. We set AE=e'(XE)+l. If 
e(/) ==,then JE Ill df-t <.AE e(f) is satisfied. If e(f) < =, the Holder inequal-
ity yields 
JE Ill df-t = J 1/xEI df-l < e'(xE) e(f) < AE e(f). 
Conversely, if fEifldf-l<AEe(f) for some finite AE and all f, then 
e'(xE) =sup (J 1/XEI df-t : e(/) <I)= sup (JE Ill df-t : e(/) <I)< AE<=. 
We recall that if X1c t X, and E C X1c for some k, then the set E is 
called bounded with respect to the sequence {X1c}. 
Theorem I3.2. Let e have the Fatou null property, and assume that 
the saturation procedure for e and e' has been applied. Hence, by Theorem 
I2.3 (ii), there exists a sequence {Xlc; kEN} which is e-exhaustive as well 
as e'-exhaustive. If E C X is bounded with respect to this sequence {X1c}, 
then any f E L 11 is f-l-summable over E (and so any f E L 11 is what may be 
called locally summable). · 
Proof. If E is bounded with respect to {X1c}, then e'(XE)<=, and 
hence any f E L11 is f-t-summable over E by the preceding lemma. 
Some remarks. If {X1c} is the same sequence as in the theorem, and 
E is bounded with respect to {X1c}, then e"(xE)<e(xE)<=, and hence 
any fEL11' is f-l-summable over E. Similarly, since e"'(XE)=e'(XE)<=, 
any f E Le" is f-l-summable over E. 
Secondly, even if f-t(X)<=, the sequence {X1c} in the theorem cannot 
always be chosen such that X1c=X for all kEN. Example: X= [0, I], 
f-l Lebesgue measure, and e(u) = fu(x)x-ldx. Then{X1c} with X1c=X = [0, I] 
for all k E N is not e-exhaustive. 
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14. The converse of the Holder inequality 
In Lp spaces with respect to a a-finite measure it is a well-known fact 
that a measurable function f belongs to Lq (p-1 + q-1 = 1) if and only if 
fg is summable for every g E Lp. A similar theorem holds for function 
seminorms provided Le is complete. In the simple case that e is a function 
norm having the Fatou property the theorem was proved by G. G. 
LoRENTZ and D. G. WERTHEIM [1]. 
Theorem 14.1. Let e be a f~tnction seminorm such that Leis complete, 
and let f be measurable. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) IE Le', 
(ii) Slfg!d.u<CXJ for every g ELe, and e(g)=O implies ffgd,u=O. 
Proof. (i) =- (ii). Evident. 
(ii) =- (i). We show first that e(g)=O implies S!fg!d.u=O. Indeed, if 
e(g) = 0, then Yl = lglfsgn I satisfies e(gl) = 0, and so 0 = s fg1d,U = s !fgl d,u. 
Assume now that f is not in Le'. Then there exists a sequence {gn; n E N} 
such that e(gn) < 1 and f llYn! d,u>n3 for all n EN. It follows that 
.2 n -2e(gn) < CXJ and hence, since e has the Riesz-Fischer property (Le is 
complete), there exist functions O.;;;gn' =e !gn! such that e(_2n-2gn')<CXJ. 
By hypothesis we have then that 
(1) f !(_2n-2 gn')f! d,u<CXJ. 
Now, since e(g)=O implies S!fg!d.u=O, the inequality 
IHIIYn'I-1/Ynl}d.ui<Sifgn'-fgn!d.u = Slfl·!gn'-gn!d.u = o 
holds for all nEN, and so flfgn'ld,u>ns for all nEN. It follows that 
f!(_2n-2gn')f!d,u = _2n-2 flgn'f!d,u> _2n=CXJ, 
which contradicts (1). Hence f E Le'· 
Coro1lary 14.2. Let e be a function norm having the Riesz-Fischer 
property (i.e., Le is complete), and let f be measurable. Then f E Le' if and 
only if f !fg! d,u < CXJ for every g E Le. 
Corollary 14.3. Let e be a function seminorm such that Leis complete, 
and let f be measurable. Then the following statements are equivalent : 
(i) f E Le' if and only if f !fg! d,u < CXJ for every g E Le. 
(ii) If S!fg!d,u<CXJ for every gELe, then ffgd,u=O for every g such 
that e(g) = o. 
Proof. (i) =- (ii). Let flfg!d.u<CXJ for every g ELe. Then f ELe' 
by (i), and so ffgd,u=O for every g such that e(g)=O, since the Holder 
inequality may be applied (e'(/) arid e(g) finite). This shows that (ii) is 
satisfied. 
(ii) =- (i). Iff E Le' then it is always true that f lfgl d,u < CXJ for every 
g ELe. Conversely, let flfg!d.u<CXJ for every g ELe. Then, by (ii), we 
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have in addition that f fgdft = 0 for every g satisfying e(g) = 0. Hence 
f E Le' by Theorem 14.1, and this shows that (i) is satisfied. 
Example 14.4. (i) Let X =N, ft discrete measure and 
e(u) = . ~ lim sup u(n) if u(n) finite for aH n EN, 
ex:> otherwise. 
Then Leis complete (cf. Example 4.9 (iii) in Note I). We have e'(v) =ex:> 
for any v not identically zero, and e"(u) = 0 for all u. Let f be defined by 
/(1)=1 and f(n)=O for all n>l. Then flfgldf£=11/(n)g(n)l=lg(l)l<cx:> 
for all g E Le, but e' (f)= ex:>. This is due to the existence of g E Le with 
e(g) = 0 such that f fgdwt= 0. 
(ii) If e is a norm, the condition that e(g)=O implies ffgdf£=0 is 
automatically satisfied. If, however, Le is not complete, it may still 
occur that flfgldft<<X> for every g ELe, and yet e'{f)=cx:>. By way of 
example, let X and ft as above, e(u) =sup u(n) for {n : u(n) > 0} finite 
and e(u)=cx:> otherwise. Then e'(v)= !f'v(n) and e"(u)=sup u(n). Let I 
be defined by f(n) = 1 for all n. Then f lfgl dft <ex:> for every g E Le, but 
e'{f)=cx:>. 
The situation becomes simpler if in Theorem 14.1 we assume that e has 
the Fatou null property. The following theorem is sharper than Corollary 
14.2. 
Theorem 14.5. Let e be a function seminorm having the Fatou null 
property, such that Le is complete, and let f be measurable. Then f E L1/ if 
and only if flfgldft<<X> for every g ELe. 
Proof. We need only show that iff lfgl dft<<X> for every g ELe, then 
e(g)=O implies ffgdf£=0. If e(g)=O, then e(cx:>·lgi)=O since e has the 
Fatou null property, and so f I ex:>· fgl dft <ex:> by hypothesis. It follows 
that flfgldf£=0, and hence ffgdf£=0. 
Corollary 14.6. If e is an arbitrary function seminorm and f is 
measurable, then f EL/ if and only if flfgldft<~ for every g ELe'· 
Proof. e' has the Fatou property, so Le' is complete and e' surely 
has the Fatou null property. 
Next, we investigate under which conditions e and e' can be interchanged. 
Theorem 14.7. Let e be a function seminorm, and let I denote a 
measurable function. Then the following statements are equivalent : 
(i) f ELe if and only if flfgldft<<X> for every g ELe', 
(ii) e has the weak Fatou property. 
Proof. (i) '* (ii). By the preceding corollary we have that f E L/ 
if and only iff lfgl dft< ex:> for every g E Le'· Hence, by (i), we obtain that 
f E Le if and only iff E L/, i.e., the spaces Le and L/ are algebraically 
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the same. But then, by one of the listed consequences of Theorem 11.4 
(Note IV), e has the weak Fatou property. 
(ii) ==?- (i). If jELe then flfgldf-l<oo for every gELe'· Conversely, let 
flfgldf-l<oo for every g ELe'· Then f EL/ by the preceding corollary. 
But Le" =Le algebraically since e has the weak Fatou property, and so 
f ELe. 
Finally, we present a simple variant of Theorem 14.1, which can also 
be used if L 0 fails to be complete. 
Theorem 14.8. Let e be a function seminorm, and let f be measurable. 
Then the following statements are equivalent : 
(i) f E L 0', 
(ii) f lfgl d11 < oo for every g E Le, and in addition F(g) = f fgdf-l is a 
bounded linear functional on L 0 • 
Proof. We need only prove that (ii) implies (i). If g E Le, then 
Y1 = lglfsgn f E Le, and so 
f lfgl d11 = f fg1d11 = F(g1) < IIF II e(g) 
for every g E Le. But then (} 1 (f)< I iF II< 00 by the definition of (} 1 ' so I E Le'. 
15. The weak Fatou null property 
In the present section we shall consider a seminorm e having a property 
still somewhat weaker than the Fatou null property. This property turns 
up naturally in several contexts. 
Definition 15 .l. The function seminorm e is said to have the weak 
Fatou null property if it follows from Un t u, e(un) = 0 for all n EN and 
e(u)<oo that e(u)=O. 
Obviously, if e has the Fatou null property, then e has the weak Fatou 
null property. The converse is not necessarily so, as is shown by the 
fo1lowing example. Let X= N, 11 discrete measure, e( u) = 0 if { n : u( n) > 0} 
is finite and e(u)=oo otherwise. 
In order to present an example of a phenomenon intimately related 
to the weak Fatou null property, we first recall some notions of general 
Banach space theory. If V is an arbitrary normed linear space and S 
an arbitrary subset of V, then the annihilator (or orthogonal complement) 
SJ. of S is the set of all F E V* (where V* is the Banach dual of V) such 
that F(f) = 0 for all f E S. Evidently, Sl. is a closed linear subspace of V*. 
Furthermore, if [S] is the smallest closed Jinear subspace of V containing 
S, then [S]l.= SJ.. 
If Sis an arbitrary subset of V*, then the inverse annihilator (or inverse 
orthogonal complement) l.S of S is the set of all f E V such that F(f) = 0 
for all FE S. Evidently, J.S is a closed linear subspace of V. Furthermore, 
if [S] is the smallest closed linear subspace of V* containing S, then 
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_!_[S] = _j_S. The subset S of V* is called a total subset whenever _1_8 = {0}, 
i.e., whenever _j_S consists only of the null element of V. 
By Theorem 10.2 (Note IV) the space Le' is a closed linear subspace of 
Le *. The question may be raised whether Le' is a total subset of Le *. In 
the example that X=N, f-l discrete measure and e(u)=limsupu(n), we 
have Le' = {0}, and hence l.(Le') =Le, and so Le' is p:ot total. 
Theorem 15.2. The space Le' is a total linear subspace of L/ if 
and only if e has the weak Fatou null property. In particular, if e is a 
norm, then Le' is total. 
Proof. Assume first that e has the weak Fatou null property. We 
have to show that if f E Le and f fgdf-l = 0 for all g E Le', then e(f) = 0. 
These hypotheses imply first that f E L/ (since f E Le), and so 
e"(f) = sup (IS fgdf-ll : e'(g) <I) = 0. 
Note that Theorem 9.9 (Note IV) has been used. Since e"(f) =eL(/) = 0, 
there exists a sequence 0 < Un t 1/1 such that e(un) = 0 for all n EN. Hence 
e(f) = 0 on account of e having the weak Fatou null property. 
Conversely, assume now that iff E Le and ffgdf-l=O for all g E Le', 
then e(f) = 0. Assume also that 0 < Un t u with e( Un) = 0 for all n E N 
and e(u) < oo. Since by the Holder inequality f UnVdf-l= 0 for every Un 
and every v E Le', we have f uvd,u = 0 for every v E Le' (on account of the 
theorem on integration of monotone sequences). But then f ugdf-l = 0 
for every g E Le', and so e( u) = 0 by hypothesis. 
Let e have the weak Fatou null property but not necessarily the Fatou 
null property. We will show the existence of a seminorm e1 having the 
Fatou null property such that Le, is for all practical purposes identical 
to L 0 • 
Lemma 15.3. Let e have the weak Fatou null property. If the sequence 
{un; n E N} is such that all Un are in the same equivalence class [ u J of Le 
and if Un t w, then either wE [u] or else e(w)=oo. If the second alternative 
occurs, and the sequence {vn; n EN} has also the property that all Vn are 
in the same equivalence class [v] of Le and that Vn t w, then [v] = [u]. 
Proof. "\Ve have Un-Ul t W-Ul as n __,.. oo, and e(un-Ul)=O for 
all n EN. Hence, if e(w)<oo, then e(w-ul)=O since e has the weak 
Fatou null property, and so wE [u]. The first part of the lemma is thus 
proved. 
Now, assume that e(w)=oo and Un t w with all Un E [u] ELe as well as 
vntw with all VnE[v]ELe. Let w'=sup(u1,v1). Then u1<w'<w and 
w' E Le. Next, let un' =inf (un, w') for all n EN. Then un' t w', and all 
un' are in the same equivalence class of Le. Hence, since w' E L 0 , the first 
part of the lemma shows that w' is in the same class as all the un'. But 
u/ = u1 < w', so u1 and w' are in the same equivalence class, i.e., w' E [ u ]. 
Similarly, w' E [v]. Hence, [u] = [v]. 
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In view of this lemma the following definition is without ambiguities. 
Definition 15.4. Let e have the weak Fatou null property. For 
any u EM+ the number (!I(u) is defined by 
(!I(u)=e(u) if ~t ELe, 
(!I(u)=e(ui) if e(u)=oo and Un t u for some sequence {un; n EN} s~wh 
that all Un are in the same equivalence class of Le, 
(!I(u)=oo if e(u)=oo and there exists no such sequence {un}· 
Theorem 15.5. If e has the weak Fatou null property and (!I is 
defined as above, then (!I is a function seminonn having the Fatou null 
property. F~trthermore, (!I=(! on Le, (!I'=e', (!I"=e" and (ei)c=f!c· 
Proof. Obviously, O<ei(u).;;;;oo, and u=O implies (!I(u)=e(u)=O. 
In order to show that (!I(u+v)<ei(u)+ei(v) we may assume that 
(!I(u)+ei(v)<oo. Hence, there exist sequences Un t u and Vn tv such 
that e(un)=ei(u) and e(vn)=ei(v) for all nEN. In addition, all un are 
in one equiva]ence class of Le, and likewise for all Vn. Then Un + Vn t u + v 
with all Un + Vn in one equivalence class of Le, so 
(!I(U +v) = (!(Un +Vn) <; (!(Un) +(!(Vn) = (!I(u) +(!I(V). 
Simi]arly, (!I(au)=aei(u) for any constant a;;;;.O. Finally, for the proof 
that u.;;;;v implies (!I(u)<ei(v), we may assume that (!I(v)<oo. Then there 
exists a sequence Vn t v such that aU Vn are in the same equivalence class 
of Le and e(vn) = (!I(v) for all n. Writing Un = inf (u, Vn), we have Un t u, 
and all Un are in one equivalence class of Le. It follows that 
(!I(u) = (!(Un)<(!(Vn) = (!I(v). 
Thus it has been shown that (!I is a function seminorm. 
In order to prove that (!I has the Fatou null property, let Un t u with 
(!I( Un) = 0 for all n EN. For every n EN, there exists a sequence { Unk; kEN} 
such that Unk tUn (ask-+ oo) and e(unk)=O for all k. Setting 
Vn =SUp (Uin, U2n, ... , Unn) 
for every n, we have Vn t u and e(vn) = 0, so (!I(u) = 0. 
Evidently, (!I =e on Le, and it follows easily that (!I' =e', and hence 
e1"=e". 
Finally, (!I < e implies (ei)c < (!c, and it remains to prove that 
ec(u) < (ei)c(u) for every u EM+. To this end, we may assume that 
(ei)c(u)<oo. Let, then, !vn>U with Lf!I(vn)<oo. For every n EN, there 
exists a sequence Vnk t Vn (ask-+ oo) such that all Vnk are in one equivalence 
c]ass and e(Vnk)=ei(Vn) for all k. Introducing the differences dni=Vni, 
dnk=Vnk-Vn,k-1 for k;;;;.2, we have (!(dni)=(!I(Vn) and (!(dnk)=O for k;>2. 
Hence, !n,kdnk>u and !n,k(!(dnk)= Lf!I(Vn). Taking infima we obtain 
ec(u) < (ei)c(u). 
The final result is now that (!I(u) = 0 if and only if e1"(u) = 0, i.e., if 
and only if e"(u) = 0. Hence, the null equivalence class of Le, consists of 
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all e-null functions together with all f for which e(f)=oo but e"(/)=0. 
Evidently, e" <ec<et<e, and et=e if and only if e has the Fatou null 
property. It is also easy to prove that if), is a function seminorm such 
that et<A<e, and A has the Fatou null property, then A=et- Finally, 
denoting elements of Le by [f] and elements of Le, by [!Jr, the functions 
in any [f] form a subset of the functions in the corresponding [f]1, and 
we have [f].;;;;:, [g] if and only if [!Jr.;;;;:, [g ]1. It is evident that [f].;;;;:, [g] implies 
[!Jt< [g]1; conversely, if [fh< [gh, we first choose f E [fh and g' E [g]1 
such that f and g' are in Le. Replacing g' by g=sup (f, g'), the function g 
is still in Le, and g E [g]t. Hence f E [f], g E [g], and f.;;;;,g on X, so [f)< [g]. 
As a consequence of this remark we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 15.6. If(! has the weak Fatou null property, then any set 
{[uT] : -r E {-r}} of elements of Le which is bounded above (i.e., [uT].;;;;:, [uo] 
for a fixed [uo] E Le and all -r) has a least upper bound in Le. 
Proof. In view of the above remark we may assume without loss of 
generality that e has the Fatou null property. But then, for the purposes 
of the present theorem, we may also assume that the maximal e-purely 
infinite set and the maximal e-null set are removed from X, i.e., it may 
be assumed that e is a function norm. Given the set of ,u-measurable 
functions {-uT: -r E{-r}} such that O.;;;uAx).;;;uo(x) ELe holds ,u-almost 
everywhere on X for every -r, we have to prove the existence of a ,u-
measurable function v(x) such that uAx).;;;;,v(x).;;;uo(x) almost everywhere 
for every -r, and v(x).;;;;,w(x) almost everywhere for any measurable w(x) 
satisfying uT(x).;;;w(x) almost everywhere for every -r. The existence of 
such a function v(x), for a a-finite measure ,u, is well-known. 
In the Bourbaki terminology, the last theorem states that if e has the 
weak Fatou null property then the "real part" Ltl of Le is a Riesz space 
which is "completement reticule''. We do not know whether, given the 
function seminorm e such that L~l is "compJetement reticule", it follows 
that e has the weak Fatou null property. 
In the next two notes we will investigate the relation between some 
further important properties of normed function spaces and the cor-
responding properties of abstract Riesz spaces. 
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